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1 Abstract

We discuss a number of data formats that are necessary for the transmission and
storage of revision call graphs and revision graphs: in particular, we define the syntax
of a FASTEN URI and a JSON format for revision call graphs. In doing so, we discuss
technical solutions to the compressed storage of revision call graphs.
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2 Naming conventions

In this document, we shall adhere to the naming conventions specified in Deliverables
D1.1 (“Graph Schema and its Representation”) and D1.2 (“Code Sourcing Process”).
More precisely1:

• A (software) product (which was called artefact in D1.1) is the name of a software
library per se (e.g., sqlite-jdbc or logback-classic); the set of all existing
products is denoted by P. The name “library” here is used is a wide sense: a
software product might be, for example, an application or a set of utility methods.

• An artefact is anything that is represented by a stream of bytes. It can be an
archive, a Java jar (which is, in fact, an archive) or a packaging of a library for a
specific Linux distribution.

• A version (D1.1) is a tag (typically, a number or sequence of numbers, but it might
be an SHA-1 for a forge based on Github); the set of all versions is denoted by
V .

• A revision of a product is an artefact associated with the product; different revi-
sions of the same product are identified by a version (e.g., 0.9.12 or 1.8.0-beta0).
For example, webgraph-2.1.jar is an artefact, and in particular a revision of
product webgraph with version 2.1; the set of revisions is thus identified with a
subset of P × V denoted by R.

• An entity identifier is a string uniquely identifying an entity (function, method,
type, attribute, etc.) defined in an artefact; note that an entity identifier cor-
responding to a function is more specific than a function (as defined in D1.1)
because an entity identifier must take into account also arity, signatures and all
other features that serve to distinguish among different entities with the same
overloaded entity name; the set of all entity identifiers is denoted by E .

• A dependency is given by a product and a set of associated allowable revisions
of such a product: for example, the set might be defined by a specific version
string (e.g., [2.1]), or by an explicit set of such versions (e.g., [2.1],[2.5]),
or by a set specified by numerical constraints on numbers present in the version
(e.g., [1.5],[1.7..1.9],[2.1..],) version. Note that the format of versions and
their intended ordering is forge-dependent.

• A dependency set is given by a set of dependencies (each for a different prod-
uct); for example, a Maven POM is a dependency set; each revision comes with
a specified dependency set.

• The source dependency graph for a revision is given by all revisions it might
depend upon, directly or indirectly. In other words, the node set of the source

1For the purposes of the present document, we only consider a single forge (in the sense of D1.1).
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A-1.0
-

A-1.1
-

A-2.0
-

B-1.0
A: [1.0]

B-1.1
A: [1.0..]

B-1.2
A: [2.0..]

B-1.3
-

C-0.1
B: [1.0] A: [1.1]

C-1.0
B: [..1.0],[1.3..] A: [1.1]

C-1.4
A: [1.1] B: [1.3..]

C-2.0
A: [2.0..]

D-1.0
B: [1.1..] C: [..]

Figure 1: A simple source dependency graph; here we have only 11 revisions of three
products (A, B, C). Each node is a revision: in the upper part we write the name of
the revision (product and version); in the lower part its dependency set. For example,
revision C-1.0 depends on version 1.1 of A and on any version of B ≤1.0 or ≥1.3.

dependency graph for revision r is the smallest set of revisions containing r and
such that, if it contains r ′ it also includes the whole dependency set of r ′; there is
an arc in the graph from x to y whenever y appears in the dependency set of x .
Note that the same product may appear several times with different, incompatible
revisions in a source dependency graph. In Figure 2 we see how the same
source dependency graph has changed after adding two new revisions.

• The resolved dependency graph for a revision is computed by a resolution pro-
cess that is forge-dependent (e.g., Maven has such a resolver). The resolution
process might use contextual information, such as a timestamp. It is expected
that the resolution process will, in general, choose a single revision for each prod-
uct, but it is possible to envisage more sophisticated resolution processes that
keep several revisions of the same product. We assume that the set of revisions
appearing in the resolved dependency graph is a subset of those appearing in
the source dependency graph.

3 FASTEN URI BNF

The FASTEN URI scheme serves the purpose of identifying products and revisions,
possibly within specific forges, and entities defined in such products and revisions. We
use here the same extended BNF syntax as in RFC 3986 (Appendix A) for general
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A-1.0
-

A-1.1
-

A-2.0
-

A-2.1
-

B-1.0
A: [1.0]

B-1.1
A: [1.0..]

B-1.2
A: [2.0..]

B-1.3
-

B-1.4
A: [2.0..]

C-0.1
B: [1.0] A: [1.1]

C-1.0
B: [..1.0],[1.3..] A: [1.1]

C-1.4
A: [1.1] B: [1.3..]

C-2.0
A: [2.0..]

D-1.0
B: [1.1..] C: [..]

Figure 2: The same dependency graph of Figure 1 after the addition of two new revi-
sions: a new version (2.1) of product A (blue-colored node) and a new version (1.4)
of product B (red-colored node). Besides the dependencies of these new revisions
(colored solid arrows), we also have some new dependency starting from existing re-
visions because of the dependencies they specify. For example, since C-2.0 depends
possibly on any revision of A which is ≥ 2.0, there will be a new dependency from
C-2.0 to A-2.1.
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URIs. We emphasise that a FASTEN URI is a URI according to RFC 3986, albeit of a
very restricted type.

By entities we mean types, classes, variables, interfaces, etc., but most notably
functions (or methods).

The notion of namespace and the types of entities definable is intrinsically language-
dependent, and so is the actual syntax used for their specification; the currently pro-
vided BNF contains symbols for which the FASTEN URI does only provide a general
definition; for each programming language, one should provide further more restric-
tive rules for those symbols. These symbols (in the following BNF) are commented as
being LANGUAGE DEPENDENT. We provide an example for the Java language.

Nonetheless, in all language-specific BNFs references to entities in the same or
different products (or revisions) should always be given in the form of FASTEN URIs.
For instance, in the signature of functions, the types of arguments will themselves be
entities (defined in some product or revision, possibly but not necessarily in the same
product or revision of the function we are looking at) and thus they will be referred to
using a suitable FASTEN URI.

Note that with the purpose of readability we suggest that ALPHA and DIGIT non-
terminals are Unicode codepoints. This should help in getting readable URIs from
languages like Java and Go which permit arbitrary Unicode letters and digits in iden-
tifiers. The alternative is to percent-encode them. The Java java.net.URI class sup-
ports such an extension of the URI syntax.

Apart from the fasten scheme, the URI itself specifies:

• a forge-product-version (containing the product and possibly the forge and/or
version); if missing (i.e., if hier-part does not start with “//”), the forge-product-
version will be inferred from a context URI, as it happens for standard URIs and
URLs;

• an entity identifier, formed by a namespace and an entity name; the latter con-
tains the actual specification of the entity (e.g., of the function). If missing, the
namespace can once again be inferred from a context URI.

We remark that our syntax is slightly more restrictive than the standard URI syn-
tax in that it does not allow a colon (“:”) to appear within an entity. This restric-
tion is necessary to make entity names without scheme a valid FASTEN URI: this
is very useful to specify entities within the same namespace as arguments, as in
/my.package/A.f(A)B.

The BNF for a FASTEN URI is shown in Figure 3, whereas Figure 4 shows a
tentative definition for a Java FASTEN URI: in this case, we have to provide a grammar
for the entity part (namespace and entity name). For both grammars, we provide (in
the Github repository of FASTEN) some Java code which performs syntax analysis
and rejects non-valid FASTER URIs.

We also show a tentative definition for a C FASTEN URI: these URIs allow one to
specify a public function or variable (in this case the namespace must be c) or a static
function (in this case the namespace is the path, and the entity comes together with
the name of the source file where the function is defined).
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URI = [ "fasten:" ] hier-part ; The scheme is "fasten"
hier-part = "//" forge-product-version [ "/" entity ]

/ "/" entity
/ entity-name

; The only allowed authority is host (no port, no userinfo)
; and host must be of the form forge-product-version;
; note also the restricted forms of paths allowed.

forge-product-version = [forge "!"] ( product / revision )
; In general forge-product-version, arbitrary sub-delims are allowed;
; not here, where we use "!" and "$".

forge = *( unreserved / pct-encoded )
product = *( unreserved / pct-encoded )
version = *( unreserved / pct-encoded )
revision = product "$" version
namespace = segment-nz

; LANGUAGE DEPENDENT! a namespace/package specifier (e.g., packages
; in Java); should be chosen so that relativisation is natural.

entity = namespace "/" entity-name
entity-name = segment-nz-nc

; LANGUAGE DEPENDENT! an entity name (e.g., function)
; (usually including the class name, if available).
; WARNING: no colon is allowed.

segment-nz = 1*pchar
segment-nz-nc = 1*pchar-nc
pchar = unreserved / pct-encoded / sub-delims / ":" / "@"
pchar-nc = unreserved / pct-encoded / sub-delims / "@"
pct-encoded = "%" HEXDIG HEXDIG
unreserved = ALPHA / DIGIT / "-" / "." / "_" / "~"
gen-delims = ":" / "/" / "?" / "#" / "[" / "]" / "@"
sub-delims = "!" / "$" / "&" / "’" / "(" / ")"

/ "*" / "+" / "," / ";" / "="

Figure 3: The BNF grammar for FASTEN URIs.
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entity-name = entity-type / entity-attribute / entity-function
entity-type = type-name
entity-attribute = type-name "." attribute-name
entity-function = type-name "." function-name

"(" [ arg-type * ( "," arg-type ] ")" return-type
type-name = identifier
attribute-name = identifier
function-name = identifier
identifier = 1*id-char
id-char = ALPHA / DIGIT / "_" / "$"
arg-type = 1*type-char
return-type = 1*type-char

; a (relative or absolute) FASTEN URI with entity-type URI-encoded.
; WARNING: no parentheses or commas are allowed.

type-char = unreserved / pct-encoded / sub-delims-type / "@"
sub-delims-type = "!" / "$" / "&" / "’" / "*" / "+" / ";" / "="

Figure 4: The BNF grammar for the entity part of Java FASTEN URIs. The namespace
in this case is a Java package. Entity types are by definition those used by Javadoc
(i.e., the class name for constructors).

; namespace is "C" for public functions, otherwise it is the path to the
; source file containing a static function; note that path-separators (e.g.,
; "/") must be pct-encoded
entity = public-function / public-variable / static-function
public-function = identifier "(" ")"
public-variable = identifier
static-function = filename ";" identifier "(" ")"
identifier = 1*id-char
id-char = ALPHA / DIGIT / "_" / "$"

Figure 5: The BNF grammar for the entity part of C FASTEN URIs. These URIs allow
one to specify a public function or variable (in this case the namespace must be C) or a
static function (in this case the namespace is the path, and the entity comes together
with the name of the source file where the function is defined).
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4 FASTEN URI in canonical form

For the purpose of data exchange and character-by-character comparison, we are now
going to define a canonicalised version of a FASTEN URI. It must satisfy the following
conditions:

• No unnecessary escaping must be present, in particular of Unicode characters,
and all escape sequences must use capital letters.

• In the Java case, all FASTEN URIs appearing as arguments or return values must
be (pct-encoded versions of) schemeless canonical FASTEN URIs relativised to
the FASTEN URI of the entity.

Note that no request is imposed on the presence of the scheme: we thus have a
schemeful canonical form and a schemeless canonical form.

Some examples and counterexamples:

• //jdk/java.lang/int is a schemeless canonical FASTEN URI because the scheme
is missing. fasten://jdk/java.lang/int, instead, is a schemeful canonical
FASTEN URI. Both denote the type int of the JDK, without specifying a forge or
version.

• fasten://mvn$a/foo/Bar.jam(fasten%3A%2F%2Fmvn$a%2Ffoo%2FBar)Bar is not
a canonical FASTEN URI because the argument to the method has not been rel-
ativised. fasten://mvn$a/foo/Bar.jam(Bar)Bar is the correct schemeful canon-
ical version of the same URI.

• //jdk/java.lang/Integer%2EvalueOf(String)Integer is not a canonical FAS-
TEN URI because the dot between the entity and the function has been unnec-
essarily escaped. //jdk/java.lang/Integer.valueOf(String)Integer is the
correct schemeless canonical version of the same URI.

• fasten://a/foo/Bar.jam(Bar)%2F%2Fjdk2Fjava.lang%2fint is not a canonical
FASTEN URI because the last escape contains a lowercase character; it should
be fasten://a/foo/Bar.jam(Bar)%2F%2Fjdk2Fjava.lang%2Fint, instead.

5 FASTEN URI support libraries

To support easy parsing, management, canonicalization and serialization of FASTEN
URI we developed a number of Java classes based on (i.e., partially delegating to)
Java’s java.net.URI class. All classes belong to the package eu.fasten.core.data.

The class FastenURI is a generic FASTEN URI class that performs basic syntax val-
idation and makes available in raw (i.e., percent-unescaped) and parsed (i.e., percent-
escaped) form the forge, product, version, namespace, and entity.2 Subclasses, as

2We refer here to the nonterminal symbols appearing in Figure 3.
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FastenJavaURI, may provide additional syntax check and parsing facilities: for ex-
ample, FastenJavaURI performs a complete parsing of the entity part, and provides
access to the class name, method or attribute name, and, in the case of methods,
the array of arguments and the return type, all in form of FASTEN Java URIs. Most
importantly, the class provides methods for relativizing, resolving (i.e., de-relativizing),
and canonicalizing FASTEN Java URIs.

Due to the tricky subtleties in the URI BNF (which are at least partially inherited by
the FASTEN URI BNF), we provide 100% code coverage through extensive unit tests.
The tests provide also a large number of examples of correct and incorrect Fasten
(Java) URIs.

6 Graph terminology

A (directed) graph is a pair G = (NG, AG) where NG is a set of nodes and AG ⊆ NG×NG

is a set of arcs; the subscript G is omitted whenever it is clear from the context. We
use the following standard terminology and notation of graph theory (for more details,
see [Ber85]):

• if (x , y ) ∈ AG, we write x → y and say that x (y , respectively) is the source
(target, resp.) of the arc and that x is a predecessor of y and y is a successor of
x ;

• the set of successors (predecessors, respectively) of x is denoted by N+
G(x)

(N−G (x), resp.), and is called its out-neighbourhood (in-neighbourhood, resp.);
its cardinality is called its out-degree (in-degree, resp.) and it is denoted by d+

G(x)
(d−G (x), resp.);

• a path of length k ≥ 0 from x to y is any sequence x = x0, . . . , xk = y of nodes
such that xi+1 ∈ N+

G(xi) for all i < k ; it is a cycle if k > 0 and x = y ;

• we write x  G y iff there is a path from x to y in G; in that case we say that y is
reachable from x and that x is coreachable from y .

7 The graph of revisions and the revision call graphs

The first level of information storage of the FASTEN project is the graph of revisions: it
is the union of all source dependency graphs; its nodes are all the revisions and there
is an arc from revision r to revision r ′ iff r ′ appears in the dependency set of r . Note
that since the dependency set may specify a range of versions for a product, there
may be multiple arcs towards revisions of the same product.

The second level of information storage is the call graph of each revision: it stores
all the call information computed for a specific revision. The node set of a revision
call graph is given by internal nodes, which correspond to function entities within the

FASTEN Grant agreement No 825328 12
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revision, and external nodes, which corresponds to arbitrary entities in other products
(specifying a revision at this level would be impossible because of the resolution pro-
cess). External nodes have all outdegree zero.

The two graphs can be combined only in the presence of enough context to be able
to perform a resolution: given a specific revision r and some context, the resolution
process returns a resolved dependency graph. At that point, the external nodes can
be uniquely identified with an internal node of a specific revision of the product referred
to in the external node (the revision selected by the resolution process), and a global
call graph for r can be materialised.

An example of a call graph is shown in Figure 6 (for internal nodes, the product
name is omitted).

8 Theoretical guarantees of the graph of revisions

In principle, to answer interrogations about change impact analysis of the form “who
calls method M in revision R?” we need to have a context for resolution (e.g., a times-
tamp). So a more precise question would be “who calls method M in revision R with
context C?”. At that point, in principle we should consider all existing revisions; for
each revision resolve dependencies using context C; and, finally, if R appears in the
graph of resolved dependencies we check which methods actually call M. We can do
this because after the resolution process we can link the external nodes of each call
graph (which refers to a product) to a method in a revision.

However, due to the assumption we made on the resolution process (the resolved
dependency graph is a subgraph of the source dependency graph) we can limit the
set of revisions on which we resolve dependencies to those coreachable from R in the
graph of revisions. In fact, this is the main reason to keep track of the graph, as in
principle one could rebuild source dependency graphs on an as-needed basis.

9 JSON format for revisions

We now describe a JSON format for textual, permanent storage of information asso-
ciated with a revision, such as the associated product, version, call graph, and so on.
In the following list, each item is a JSON key with an associated description. Further
metadata can be added by specifying additional keys.

forge The name of the forge associated with this revision.

product The name of the product associated with this revision.

version The version associated with this revision.

timestamp A timestamp associated with this revision, in UNIX time (seconds from the
Unix epoch).
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{
"forge": "mvn",
"product": "foo",
"version": "2.0",
"depset":

[
{ "forge": "mvn", "product": "a", "constraints": ["[1.0..2.0]", "[4.2..]"]},
{ "forge": "other", "product": "b", "constraints": ["[4.3.2]"]}

],
"graph":

[
["/my.package/A.f(A)B",
"/my.other.package/C.g(%2Fmy.package%2FA)%2Fmy.package%2FB"],

["/my.package/A.g(A,%2F%2Fjdk%2Fjava.lang%2Fint)%2F%2Fjdk%2Fjava.lang%2Fint",
"//b/their.package/TheirClass.method(TheirOtherClass)TheirOtherClass"],

]
}

Figure 7: A simple example of JSON storage for revisions. Note that all FASTEN URIs
are by requirement relativised with respect to the FASTEN URI of the revision.

depset An array of JSON objects representing a dependency set. Each object has a
key forge, a key product and a key constraints. The latter has associated an
array of strings representing (possibly semiopen) intervals of versions using the
syntax [.. v] (versions up to v, inclusive), [v ..] (versions starting from v,
inclusive), [v .. w] (versions from v to w, both included) or [v] (version v).

graph A list of pairs of FASTEN URIs, providing the call graph of this revision. All
URIs appearing in this list must satisfy the following properties:

• they are in schemeless canonical form;
• the entity specified is a function or an attribute (not a type); if it is an attribute,

it must appear as the second URI of a pair;
• the forge-product-version, if present, must only contain the product part;

this happens exactly when the product is different from the product specified
by this JSON object, that is, if and only if the URI is that of an external node;
• the first URI of each pair always refers to this product;
• the namespace is always present.

10 Data structures for the storage of the call graph

The JSON format described, although useful for the purpose of communication and
permanent archival storage of information related to all revisions, is scarcely useful for
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FASTEN URI GID
. . .
fasten://b/their.package/TheirClass.method(TheirOtherClass)TheirOtherClass 17
fasten://b/their.package/TheirClass.method()TheirClass 45
. . .
fasten://c/some.package/A.g(A,%2F%2Fjdk%2Fjava.lang%2Fint)%2F%2Fjdk%2Fjava.lang%2Fint 131334
. . .

Table 1: How the GID map looks like: it injectively maps function (or attribute) entities
specified in all revisions seen so far to integers. Version and forges are omitted from
the FASTEN URIs.

further processing of call graphs, which needs more efficient data structures. These
data structures are typically built incrementally as new revisions arrive: we can assume
an ideal pipeline in which a new revision comes in, specified by a JSON object, and it
is used to update the data structures that we shall describe in the following.

10.1 The global identifier (GID) map

Function and attribute entities are described uniquely by a FASTEN URI, such as
fasten://library/some.package/A.f(A)B. Such a URI abstractly but uniquely iden-
tifies a function within a product, without a reference of the specific version (and/or
forge); it is possible that the same function is defined in many (but not all) revisions of
that product, or in only some of them.

Since such URIs are long, we prefer to store a permanent map assigning a unique
integer (called its global identifier or GID) to each of them. This bidirectional map is
called the GID map (see Table 1).

The only invariants that we impose are that:

• all function and attribute entities that have appeared in some revision so far are
present in the map (as a canonical schemeless FASTEN URI, with full specifica-
tion of the product but with neither forge nor version)

• those entities are injectively mapped to integers.

It is required that the map can be efficiently queried in both directions (i.e., both
E → N and N→ E ).

10.2 Storage of the revision call graph

Each revision graph itself will be stored in two parts:

• The actual graph, in compressed form (see Section 11); at this level of abstrac-
tion, nodes will simply be natural numbers. For example, if the graph contains n1

internal nodes and n2 external nodes, the internal nodes might be identified with
the numbers {0, 1, . . . , n1−1} whereas its external nodes might be identified with
the numbers {n1, . . . , n1+n2−1} (the actual bijection used is immaterial, although
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LID GID
0 17
1 45

. . .
57 131334
. . .

Table 2: How a LID map looks like: it injectively maps LIDs (i.e., node numbers) of
a specific revision of a product P to the GID of the corresponding function. Internal
nodes (the ones with smaller local identifier) are all mapped to GIDs associated with
FASTEN URIs of P, whereas external nodes are mapped to GIDs associated with
FASTEN URIs of products different from P.

it can impact on the efficacy of compression; see again Section 11 for details).
We will use the term local identifier (LID) to refer to these numbers.

• A local identifier bidirectional map, which we call the LID map, which injectively
maps local identifiers to global identifiers (see Table 2).

Note that because of the existence of external nodes and LID maps, the same
FASTEN URI can have several different local names, as it can appear as a successor
in several different revision call graphs.

10.3 Dataflow

A brief sketch of the dataflow is shown in Figure 8: as a new revision R for some
product P is added to some forge, it is analyzed and its call graph is extracted; the
result of this analysis is a JSON representation of R. The new entities appearing in
such a call graph (i.e., typically, all function entities that were never mentioned before)
are added to the GID map. Then the actual call graph (with its internal and external
nodes) is produced and compressed, and, moreover, a local LID map (mapping node
numbers to global identifiers) is created. This pair of objects is stored in a global
call-graph database as a value associated with the key R.

11 Revision call graph representation and compres-
sion

With the purpose of reducing the size of the revision call graphs, we will now discuss
techniques for representing static graphs in compressed form in such a way that they
can be accessed (in particular, successors can be enumerated) quickly.
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A new revision R  
of product P

Forge ⇒ JSON representation 
for revision R

⇒
add all new 

entities defined 
in R

GID map

⇒
create the 
LID map

⇒

create the 
compressed 

graph
⇒

⇒

Call-graph 
database

store  
(revision, graph + 

LID map) 
in the call graph 

database

Figure 8: A sketch of the dataflow.
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11.1 Compression

We assume that nodes in a graph are consecutively number starting from 0: a bijective
map with metadata and more complete identifiers must be stored separately.

There are two main ideas we will use:

• Locality happens when the list of successors of a node contains several nodes
whose indices are close.

• Similarity happens when the lists of successors of nodes that whose indices are
close have a significant intersection.

Both ideas can (and have been) exploited to reduce the size of graph storage.
In the case of similarity, the idea is to store instead of node indices their gaps:

instead of storing the list x0, x1,. . . , xd−1, we store x0, x1 − x0, x2 − x1, and so on. If
there is locality many of these differences will be small, and integers can be encoded
using suitable prefix-free codes, such as Elias γ [Sal07], which use few bits for small
integers; their encoding can be concatenated and decoded uniquely.

In the case of similarity, one records the differences with a successor list previously
stored: if the intersection is significant, it can be specified using bitmasks or inclusion-
exclusion blocks [BV04], which can store a successor, in principle, using less than one
bit.

For these techniques to work, one looks for a suitable permutation of the node
indices which will increase locality and similarity. In the case of web graphs, a classical
idea is that of using URL lexicographical order [RSWW01]; more recent examples are
LLP [BRSV11] and recursive bisection [DKK+16].

In the case of call graphs, which have a very low average degree, a simpler ap-
proach is that of visiting the graph using a depth-first or breadth-first strategy and
number nodes in the order in which they are discovered. The advantage of visiting is
linear-time work; in the sample we tested, it performed very well on call graphs.

11.2 Succinct representations

A succinct data structure represents data using a number of bits that is equal to
the information-theoretical lower bound plus low-order terms, and provides primitives
which have the same speed, asymptotically, of standard data structures. A classic
example is Jacobson’s representation of binary trees [Jac89], which uses 2n bits (as
opposed to the 2n log n bits used by the common representation).

In our case, successor lists can be represented with any succinct data structure
storing (strictly) monotone sequences of integers. Of particular interest for its simplic-
ity is the Elias–Fano representation [Eli74, Fan71, Vig13b] for monotone sequences,
which is pervasively used, for example, at Facebook. Due to the extreme sparsity of
the graph, however, experimental data show that compression is a better option.
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Figure 9: Fibonacci-binned data showing the number of graphs (ordinate) having a
given number of nodes and arcs (abscissa).

Figure 10: Fibonacci-binned data showing the number of arcs (ordinate) represented
with a given number of bits (abscissa) using a succinct (EF) or a compressed (BV)
representation.
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Figure 11: Fibonacci-binned data showing the number of graphs (ordinate) having
given maximum indegree and outdegree (abscissa).

11.3 Suggested representation

A preliminary analysis of a set of a few thousand call graphs from the Maven repository
suggests that the average degree in call graphs is extremely low. More precisely we
performed preliminary analysis on 8518 artefacts, totalling 37 602 092 nodes (of which
10 295 546 terminal3) and 46 717 090 arcs. This puts the average degree below 2. In
fact, Figure 9 shows the numerosity of graphs with a given number of nodes and arcs,
Fibonacci-binned [Vig13a].4 Contrarily to the typical situation, but consistently with the
very low average degree, the two lines are almost overlapping.

Storing the graphs require ≈ 337 MB with a trivial (32-bit integers) representa-
tion, ≈ 167 MB with a succinct representation (Elias–Fano) and ≈ 76 MB with a com-
pressed representation (BV [BV04]), which suggests the latter as the right choice for
this kind of graphs. Indeed, Figure 10 shows that the distribution of the number of
bits used to represent an arc is significantly shifted towards smaller values in the com-
pressed case with respect to the succinct case.

As a final observation, peaks in indegree or outdegree exists, but they are ex-
tremely rare: Figure 11 plots the number of graphs with given maximum indegree and
outdegree, and we can observe the familiar pattern of outdegrees decaying much more
quickly: as it happens in many types of graphs (web, Wikipedia, etc.) outdegrees are
anthropically limited: a function must be readable and editable by a human being, so
there is an intrinsic limitation on the number of functions it can call. On the contrary,

3Note that all external nodes are necessarily terminal, which explains the large value.
4Note that because of binning, the binned points in the extreme right part of the graph might not

correspond to actual data points.
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any number of functions can call a given function, so for indegree we observe data
points even in the far right side of the graph.

11.4 LID map representation and compression

As discussed above, for each revision call graph it is necessary to store a static map
associating bijectively LIDs (node indices) to GIDs. From node indices to GIDs an array
is optimal, but for the opposite direction several possibilities are available: in particular,
using static functions [GOV16] space can be reduced to 1.10dlog ne bits per key, where
n is the number of nodes in the graph, guaranteeing constant-time evaluation.
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